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AUTOMOBILE ENGINE GRAPHITSD LUBRICANTS

The Bureau of Standards receives numerous inquiries
regarding various trademarked lubricants containing graph-
ite for use either in the crankcase of automobile engines
or as an upper cylinder lubricant. In order .to facilitate
the answering of these inquiries, this letter circular
has been prepared as a general analysis of the available
inforrrp tion on automobile engine graphited lubricants.

Viscosity is the most important property of a crank-
case oil. In any given engine operating under "normal" con-
ditions, the bearing friction is determined by the oil
viscosity at the operating temperature, speed, and load.
The lower the vis.cosity, the lower will be the friction
under normal operating conditions. If the viscosity is
lowered too much, however, inadequate lubrication will
result and bearing failure may occur. No evidence has
been obtained that the use of graphite in the oil will
lower friction in engine bearings when the engine is op-
erated under full film conditions. When graphite is.

added to the mineral oil, in the form of a preparation of
low viscosity, as is often done, the viscosity of the
oil after mixing is lower than the viscosity of the orig-
inal oil. If this is the case, the normal bearing fric-
tion will be reduced only on account of the lower oil
vis cosity.

Under operating conditions more severe than those
normally encountered in service, viscosity is not the
only factor determining be-^ring friction and many sub-
stances are known which when blended with oil ?7ill ma-
terially lower the f riction, even though the viscosity
of the blend is the same as that of the original oil.
Under these severe operating conditions a slight lower-
ing in bearing friction in automotive engines may result
from the use of graphite.

.Any effect of graphite on the friction b etween the
piston rings and the cylirders is more uncertain. A re-
duction in friction might be caused either by the graphite
or by a lo’^^ering of oil viscosity. It is known that
graphite tends to fill up the pores of cast iron surfaces
and to adhere very tenaciously. This may result in a some-
what smoother surface and may produce a slight lowering
in the friction. The result of any lowering of oil vis-
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'.cosity due to blending ’vi th the --graohited preoaration
will lower the friction to an extent dependent unon the
change in viscosity on blending.

Use of a lubricated gasoline containing graohite
appears to be of little benefit in general while the
engine is operating under normal conditions, for in most
cases more lubricant than is necessary for adequate lub-
rication grts past the piston rings. The use of an upper
cylinder lubricant at times may be of some assistance
as a temporary remedy in reducing the tendency of valves
to stick. During ' engine starting under conditions where
the cylinder walls, have little lubricant on them, the

, use of a lubricated gasoline may be of some benefit in
tending to reduce the wear on the piston rings and cyl-
inders. During the process of breaking- in an engine,
use of a lubricated gasoline apoears to have real value
although the Bureau has no information as to whether the
presence of gr.aphite is of any material assistance or not.

G-raphited lubricants have frequently be'^n condemned
on account of. their abrasive prooerti^s, but this seemiS

to be largely, attributabl-e to impurities in the graohite.
It is reported that it is , no’" possible to obtain graohite
free from these abrasive miat.-'^ripls and that there, is little
tendency to cause increased- -wear .. This is probably true
as regprds cylinder walls', where loss of metal may be re-
duced by a protective coating of graphite. There is
evidence that some "lapoing" action occurs in beerings
which are,n.ew or tight. T?hether this action continues
or is objectionable after the bearings are properly run
in, is not definitely known.'

One of the characteristics of graphited .lubricant

s

is that the graohite tends to settle out in. service if
the miineral acid content of the oil increases with use.
In this case, any effectiveness due to the presence of
graohite in the oil is largely lost. On the other hand,
.due to the small amount of graohite oresent in the oil,
it would not be expected that any settling out would
normally result in damage to the engine.

No aporeciable increase in engine horsepower or in
maximumi car speed would be expected as the result of us-
ing .graohite in an engine in good mechanical condition,
unless the blending with the graphited preparation pro-
duced a decrease in viscosity. Oil consumption with a

well-designed engine in good mechanical condition would
tend to increase in thpse cases where there is.

a

lowering
in viscosity. Gasoline consumption should.not.be notice-
ably different on using a graohited lubricpnt unless the
cprburetor setting is changed to give a leaner mixture.
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an effect independent of the use of the graphited luhri
cant. With a car which is not in good raechanicnl condi
tion, deposition of graphite on the cylinder walls may
in some cases result in a better seating of the piston
rings against the cylinder walls, and thereby increase
the horsepovtjer and car sneed, and decrease the oil con-
sumption.
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